Theoretical methodologies for calculation of Judd-Ofelt intensity parameters of polyeuropium systems.
When Judd-Ofelt intensity parameters of polynuclear compounds with asymmetric centers are calculated using the current procedure, the results are inconsistent. The problem arises from the fact that the experimental intensity parameters cannot be determined for each asymmetric polyhedron, and this precludes the individual theoretical adjustment. In this study, we then propose three different methods for calculation of these parameters of polyeuropium systems. The first, named the centroid method, proposes the calculation considering the center of the dimeric system as the half distances between the two europium centers. The second method, called the overlapped polyhedra method, proposes the calculation considering the overlapping of both europium polyhedra, and the last one, the individual polyhedron method, proposes the use of theoretical mean values of charge factors and polarizabilities associated with each europium-ligand atom bond to calculate the intensity parameters. One symmetric polyeuropium system and one asymmetric system were assessed by using the three methods. Among the methods assessed, the one based on the overlapped polyhedra produced more consistent results for the study of both kinds of systems.